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Product Showcase 03#pailodesking

As we continually move towards the desire 
for a more domestic working environment, 
Pailo provides a softer approach to the 
more formal bench desking systems that 
explores new ways to introduce fabric into 
the workplace. The range incorporates 
single and back to back desks as well as 
multiple project tables to suit both formal 
and informal working styles.
Pailo’s adjustable drape screens offer 
personalised levels of privacy, attached to 
the gantry they can be raised or lowered 
by the user to suit individual preference. 
For keeping personal belongings off the 
floor and close to hand, Pailo includes 
the optional addition of a suspended wire 
caddy, providing an easily accessible space 
with multiple shelves.

#Pailobysenator   

Pailo.
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07#pailodesking

Designed to offer customisable areas to 
suit even the most transient of workspaces, 
the inclusion of a gantry provides a hanging 
space for Pailo’s versatile range of screens 
and accessories. Hanging screens can be 
suspended from the gantry by bridle leather 
straps, leaving the above space free to be used 
for the pendulous lighting and plants.

Pailo is a desking system featuring single 
and back to back benches as well as two 
shapes of project tables for more relaxed work 
settings. A natural selection for any corporate 
space, Pailo’s defining wood legs are available 
in a matt clear lacquer or a black stain to 
complement the wide range of top finishes 
available. 

 
//Bringing work - home
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Pailo.
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Pailo.

A SOFTER APPROACH 
TO THE MORE FORMAL 
BENCH SYSTEM.
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11#reachingnewheights

Chemistry incorporates a height 
adjustable workstation solution allowing 
the user the option to vary their posture 
and stand whilst working, widely 
recognised in the business as an aid to 
wellbeing. The user can quickly set their 
optimum working height by means of a 
responsive manual adjustment or via a 
push button electronic mechanism.

 
//Reaching New Heights

SIT, STAND, WORK.

Chemistry  
Height Adjustable.
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Chemistry.

WE JUST RAISED  
YOUR WORK GAME.



15#newworkformula

The Chemistry range of workstations 
have been developed for modern working 
environments. Chemistry creates a stylish yet 
flexible solution which improves productivity 
and facilitates diversity for individuals and 
teams.

Chemistry Workstations can be configured 
as individual desks or as bench solutions 
that share components, allowing for the 
integration of partitions that form touch down 
workstations or meeting spaces. The range 
incorporates two leg styles and the ability to 
integrate sliding tops for ease of access to 
integrated cable management.

Chemistry.
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Chemistry.

A NEW ELEMENT TO  
AN EXISTING FORMULA. 
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Chemistry can be configured to be as unique 
as you are, choose from a range of top colours 
with complementary frame edge detailing 
including a modern ply effect. Framework can 
be left raw or powder coated in one of three 
frame colours.

 
//A New Work Formula
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21#chemistrycanopy

Canopy’s soft and open design creates 
an inviting work area that has the correct 
balance of privacy, without a feeling 
of isolation. Used as a complement to 
Chemistry desking, Canopy’s fabric covered 
panels with optional pockets can be used 
to pin and store inspirational materials. A 
magnetic dry wipe board both inside and 
outside makes clever use of space and the 
addition of a light adds warmth.

 
// Your SpaceChemistry  

Canopy.
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The Senator Tech Table has being designed 
as a solution to the need for flexible and 
creative spaces. This clever unit can be used 
as a collaborative area, a place to share ideas 
as well as resources, but also as a method of 
adding interest of the demarcation of space.

 

A Recycling Hub is a great complement to 
any office environment. Time and money are 
saved, visual and acoustic distractions are 
minimised and partitions are created by the 
clever use of unobtrusive screening.

 
//Support The Office

Workplace 
Support.



25#supporttheoffice

Senator Storage has been designed as a 
solution to the changing requirements in the 
workplace, where personal accessibility of 
storage and dividers of space are far more 
important to the fluid environments of today.

A shared printer hub is ideal for positioning 
at the end of a bench configuration. A pull out 
unit can house three concealed recycling bins, 
to create a clean and minimal office aesthetic.

 
//Support The Office
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27#supporttheoffice

The Senator Media Table is a smart solution 
for ad hoc presentations and a support to 
collaborative working. An optional dry wipe 
board can be added to the rear of the media 
panel to make the best use of space.

Below in-surface 4-way power allows for 
connectivity to the main screen using an 
integrated switch unit.

 
//Support The Office

WE WORK BETTER,  
TOGETHER.

Media Table.
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29#adlibtables

Looking at how people work, the Ad-Lib 
table range designed by PearsonLloyd has 
evolved and now offers new top shapes 
and sizes.
Power, AV and USB outlets are 
conveniently located under the desk 
surface and accessed through an easily 
removable polished acrylic cable access 
tray. The tables feature an innovative 
tech knit sock which also acts as cable 
management.

//Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere
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31#adlibtables

Ad-Lib Tables.

ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, 
ANYWHERE.
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 senator_social

LET’S GET SOCIAL

1/ Details. Storage unit detail. #workplace  2/ Style. We’ve been working with trend and 
colour consultant @nina_bruun. #interiordesign #photoshoot  3/ Canopy. A soft and open 
design creates an inviting work area with the correct balance of privacy, without a feeling of 
isolation. #workcanopy #yourspace  4/ Ad-Lib Tables. We developed the Ad-Lib family with 

@pearsonlloyd to enhance your work-life. #adlibtables  5/ Pailo. Beautiful leather straps are 
an integral part of Pailo’s design structure. #pailodesking #itsallinthedetail  6/ Chemistry. 
Creating layers of texture and materials. #officedesign  7/ Workplace Support. A Recycling 

Hub is a great complement to any office environment. #supporttheoffice  8/ Canopy. Creating 
‘your space’. #workcanopy #createyourspace  9/ Pailo. Pailo can be specified with desktop 

power for convenient connectivity. #pailodesking #bringingworkhome
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